M2 is an oriented surface in £2 ' *v. If M* is pseudoumbilical, the Lipschitz-Killing curvature takes maximum in the direction of mean curvature vector. The converse is also investigated. Furthermore assuming that M-is closed, pseudo-umbilical and its Gaussian curvature has some nonnegative lower bound, M2 is completely determined by the M-'mdex of M2.
1. Let M2 be an oriented Riemannian surface with an isometric immersion x:M2^E2+N in a euclidean space £2+v. Let F(M2) and F(E2+N) be the bundles of orthonormal frames of M2 and EUN respectively. Throughout this paper we assume that the mean curvature vector H of M2 is nowhere zero. Let B be the set of elements b = (p, eu e2, ■ ■ • , e2+N) such that (p, «?!, e2) e F(M2), e3=Hj\H\ and that (x(p), eu e2, e3, ■■■ , e*2+iV) e F(£2+A) whose orientation is coherent with that of £2+A, identifying e{ with dx(e¡), i=l, 2. Let x:B^»F(E2+N) be the mapping naturally defined by x(b) = (x(p), ex, • -•, e2+N).
We have the differential forms a>¿, o>u, a>ix, mxß (I:5s/,y<j2, 3Sa, ß^2+N) on B derived from the basic forms and the connection forms on F(£2+v) through x as follows.
2+A' dx = toxex + oj2e2, deA -2,ojABeB, ojab = -<oBA (A,B=1,2,---,2 + N); 2 (°ix = 2-1 AXijOJj, Axij = AxH.
3=1
In the following, for the summation notations 2,-, 2« an(^ 2r we mean 2i=i, 2a=3 and y2ti, for the indices i,j, a, ß, r, t we mean l*Sj,y'<?2, 3^a, ß^2 + N, 4kr, t<2+N.
Now we choose ex, e2 as the principal directions of e3, then with respect to the frame (c,, e.,, e3, ■ ■ ■ , e2+A) the matrices Ax=iAxij) are written in "■¿-G 3-<^-C;-0-H=iia+b)e3.
When a=b, M2 is pseudo-umbilical. Let e be a unit normal vector to the tangent plane dxiTviM2)) at xip). Then The Lipschitz-Killing curvature Gip, e) is given by [4] Gip, e) = det(/l(e)) 2. We prove the following lemma.
Lemma. If at any point p e M2 the Lipschitz-Killing curvature Gip, e) has maximum in the direction of H then ab^.0 where a, b are given by (1).
Proof. e3=H¡\H\, which is given by {,= 1, fr=0in (2). By (2) and (3) it is easy to see that if G(p,e) takes maximum at fg=l, fr=0 then (a-b)cT=0. Hence by (3) the maximum of G(p, e) is ab. Now let Sp be an arbitrary chosen unit circle in Nv and e' be a fixed point in Sv. Put S* = Sp -{e'}. We choose e e S* and eA[e), e2(e) as two unit orthogonal tangent vectors in the principal directions of e and move e differentiably on S*. Then the principal curvatures kt(e) and k2(e) with respect to et(e) and e2(e) are continuous on S*. Now suppose kA[e)j£Q at some e t 5*. Then by the continuity of/:, on S* and the fact kt(-e)= -k¡(e) we see that k1=0 for some points in S*. This implies that the Lipschitz-Killing curvature G(p, e)=0 for some e e S*. Since ab is the maximum of G(p, e) we conclude that ab-0. This is true for all p e M2. where Scl=yi,j A2xlj=NiAx), S=^XSX. Since M2 is pseudo-umbilical we have A3=al and 2¡ ¿ A3ijAA3ij=2aAa. It is known also that [3] NiAxAß-AßAx)<2NiAa)NiAß). So we have 2r#, NiArA-AtAr)< 2 Ir^t NiAr)NiAt)=2 2"m SrSt. Let S=2r Sr and noticing that 2a2S3= 2a2i2a2)=4ai=S¡ we have from (7) where Arijk=Arijk (covariant derivative), we have that if Gî N-2)a2\i2N-3) then A 2r.u (^r»)2^°-Since M2 is closed we have A Ir.u iArij)2=0. By (11) it'implies ATiLk=0. By (6) we have that R}kl (noticing that R3ßkl=0) is parallel and that KN is constant and KN^0. By Chen's result we conclude that M2 is a Veronese surface. Theorem 4. If M2 is closed, Gip, e) takes maximum in e3 and M-indexv M2=0 everywhere then M2 is embedded as a convex surface in an E3.
Proof.
M-index" M2=0 implies that cr=dr=0. Then we may write Gip, e)=ab cos2 63,0^63<tv. By the lemma ab^.0. The Gaussian curvature Gip) in this case is G(//)=2adet(,4a)=aè.
So we have Gip)^.Gip, e) for all e. By the Gauss-Bonnet formula (Mt Gip) dV=$Mi ab dV=4tTÍl-g).
On the other hand the total curvature K*ip) of M2 at p is K*(P) = \G(p, e)\ daN_x = ab cos2 03 daN_x = Gip)cN+1l2tr
Js"-1 Js"-1
where Sv_1 is the unit sphere in EN and cN+1 is the volume of the unit sphere in E2+N. By a result due to Chern-Lashof [5] we have (l/cA-+J) (MiK*ip) dV^. 2+2g, the equality sign holds if and only if M2 is embedded as a convex surface in an E3. On the other hand (Cjv+1/27r)47r(l -g) = icN+l¡2n) f G(p) ¿F fjl/2 = f K*ip) dV ^ cjV+1(2 + 2g). J.u2 That is 1-g^l+g.
Thus it is necessary that g-0 and the equality sign holds. Hence M2 is embedded as a convex surface in Es.
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